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to be extinguished by focalized, short-term, even chemical treatment.
There is no more room for monsters.
And, here again, Freud had warned us: repress the Uncanny and it will return with a 
vengeance. The recent period is showing us how right he had been: the Tragic has 
returned into History.
So, the monsters are back, and they will take no prisoners. Room will necessarily have 
to be made for them, and Keren Gueller's dead staring fish are their emissaries. It is no 
wonder we are fascinated by them, they are paving the way to the return of our humanity 
and its real essence, that of the Enigma. Because there is no equation at the heart of the 
Human Condition. Rather, there is an Enigma: "Who are we? What are we?"
We cannot and will not be reduced to algorithms because this is not the stu! 
we are made of. We are made of dreams just as Shakespeare so marvelously 
wrote: "We are such stu! as dreams are made on, and our little life is rounded with 
a sleep." MRI machines can show on screens the e!ect of a dream, but never 
its content, its imagery, its multilayered magic. Keren Gueller's creatures have 
escaped from a dream, we look at them and think of our nights populated by poetry  
and magic. 
But, who is the author of our dreams, who is the magician who directs the films of our 
nights, who paints the paintings we dream of? 
I believe this magician, this Other, is a monster. 
A monster of emotions, of love, of lust, of pain, of fear.
Our monster, our Human Condition.

Tel Aviv, April 2022



with globulous staring eyes are monsters, but doesn't the real monstrosity reside in the 
way we, the spectators, stare unashamedly and insensitively at them in their naked, 
dead vulnerability? How can we possibly make sense of this, our insolent glaring? 
Keren Gueller's conserved fish stare at us from beyond, making us appear as what we 
are: terrified and fascinated by death. We look at the dead fish as if they could resolve 
the enigma we have been saddled with during our entire existence: what happens 
on the other shore of the River Styx? And so, we monstrously stare at the dead fishes, 
questioning them about the other side of existence. They, the dead creatures, look back at 
us with shock: how dare we be so insensitive as to ignore their condition only to worry about 
our own? Monsters interact with monsters just like mothers interact with their babies, each 
revealing the other's dark side and…containing it. Is this not what the fabric of civilization 
is made of: the capacity to contain one's monstrosity? Keren Gueller's series of photos of 
dead fish gives us this opportunity: to stare but contain. We are required to not fall prey to 
our intrusiveness; we are required to watch with care, with love even, and, as time passes, 
we find ourselves acting respectfully. Our staring abates, we begin to experience concern, 
and we are surprised to find ourselves experiencing empathy for dead fish.
This is Keren Gueller's most prominent achievement: to make us tread carefully in the 
vicinity of dead fish. Karl Marx warned us: we live under the glance of the dead, and, as we 
walk in front of Keren Gueller's series of photos, we find ourselves respectful of these dead 
creatures whose wide-open eyes apparently observe us and oblige us.
And so, magically, emerging from the encounter with monsters, arise nobility and care. 
Because it is through the shared acceptance of our monstrosity that civilization becomes 
possible. Just like it is after passionate lovemaking, in all its engulfing passion, its urge to 
possess and be possessed, on the other side of monstrous lust, that the loving, caring 
relationship of the couple emerges.
We find ourselves attached to Keren Gueller's dead fish because we share with them our 
monstrosity, our unbridled urge to look at their naked and staring deadness. This sharing 
makes complicity and tender care possible. 
It is as if these essential emotions could only emerge from complicity with monstrosity.
Marx taught us that we live under the glance of the dead, and Keren Gueller's dead fish 
incarnate this otherworldly observation. Our lives are enigmatic and escape any clear 
understanding except when we knowingly place ourselves under the observation of the 
dead, for this is when we feel that some sort of insight into our own existences seems within 
reach. The dead fish of Keren Gueller instantly capture our attention both because they 
are monsters and because they are dead. This dual dimension attracts us, stops us in our 
tracks, immobilizes us, and gives us meaning. Momentarily the enigma of our lives recedes.

Rejected Monsters

So, monsters inhabit the region of the Uncanny. They reside in a transitional area where 
they are both us and not us, and, when we visit, we treat them with rejection and with 
familiarity - so shocked are we to realize that it is precisely what astonishes us in them 
that most resembles us. But the Uncanny is not the realm of the algorithm. The Land of 
the Enigma is not the territory of the equation. And there lies a fundamental problem for 
the monster and, therefore, for us and for the Human Condition.
Apparently, our post-modern world has surrendered to the belief that the pixel can 
adequately produce an image of reality. Virtual reality is the product of this ideology: the 
certitude that reality can be reproduced by mathematics. Facebook's latest iteration, 
"Meta," is the product of this dogma: the idea that our reality can be reproduced, displaced, 
dematerialized, and quantified. This ideology emerged from the incontrovertible fact that 
our bodies are made of objects which can be observed, treated, and modified. Nuclear 
magnetic resonance has led to the building of amazing machines, the MRI and the CAT 
scan, and these machines have allowed for imagery to produce results and observations 
unimaginable only a decade ago. Along with these advances in visualization have come 
innovative treatments and medical progress. 
But then came the question of the mind, and a fatal error was made: the confusion 
between the organ and the function. Drunk with their new powers, many scientists allied 
with the medical profession attempted a conceptual jump forward but, in fact, jumped 
backward. Looking for a way to quantify mental pain and dysfunction, they decided to 
opt for the visible. Rather than look for the unseeable cause, they focused on the visible 
e!ect: the symptom.
All of a sudden human beings were again (for the same error was made at the end of the 
XIX century) reduced to their symptomatology.
Here also, Freud had warned us. The problem, and the solution, is not the symptom; 
rather it is its meaning. But the meaning of a symptom cannot be seen via imagery, it can 
only be found after being painfully described and associated with memories visited and 
revisited. So, the meaning of the symptom is evacuated from the post-modern scientific 
approach whose objective is not to understand but to extinguish.
Therefore, the monster in us, in other words, the symptomatic being, is exiled from the 
"Meta" world because its very existence is an insult to the dominant dogma.
Now, the monster has only two options: to be extinguished or to be exiled. The Uncanny, 
where the monster lurked, where we, the passionate, the symptomatic, live, has become a  
forbidden territory.
The human being, this monster of passions, of frustrations, of desires, of fears, is no 
longer tolerated. Any emotion which attempts to appear in a painful, disorderly way has 



that it makes the mother discover her ambivalence - suddenly, she is frightened by the 
baby who has turned into a devouring creature, and, to her horror, she experiences the 
unthinkable: the limit to her maternal instinct, which now vacillates and invites a shocking 
guest, infanticide. Yes, confronted by the monstrosity of the baby, the mother discovers 
herself as the potential murderess of her own child: she feels like throwing him out the 
window. Here, too, Freud warned us: the varnish of civilization is thin. It cracks easily, 
and we discover that a monster can breed another monster. The devouring baby turns 
his mother into a killer. The gaping jaws of the shark, the smile of the Joker, the laughter 
of Quasimodo, Frankenstein's scream - all-devouring mouths breeding murderous 
mothers, turning them into possessed women seduced by monsters, creatures of the 
devil in need of an exorcism.
Suddenly, monsters are everywhere. We thought they could be contained by 
disfiguration, but no: even the very icon of caring kindness, the baby and his mother, 
turns out to conceal two paradigmatic monsters: the insatiable devourer and the 
uncontrollable killer.
And we have not even yet approached the next, possibly the most uncontrollable, 
inhabitant of the house of the ego: the sexual drive. Its force is terrifying, and we see it 
at work from Quasimodo's irresistible desire for Esmeralda to the attraction of the Great 
Shark for the young woman swimming at night under the moonlight, and the devastating 
love of the Beast for the Beauty. And on to each of us, irresistibly drawn by a smile, a 
dancing foot, the curve of a breast, the damning line of a shoulder. What would we not do 
to caress, to embrace, to lick, to kiss? And what monsters we become when an obstacle 
appears, a delay materializes, or, worst, a rejection is extended. We become hunchbacks, 
sharks, living dead creatures paralyzed by the pain of frustration, not knowing anymore 
if life is worth living or if we are doomed to roam the city, half dead, half alive, cut to pieces 
and hastily sewn back together: rejected, ignored, turned down, despised. 

Monsters.

Post-modernity has revealed that this devouring passion, the sexual drive, is not the 
monopoly of men. Women harbor these same flames, and, in the Exorcist, the apparition 
of the possessed teenager monstrously inhabited by Satan himself, is obviously an 
allusion to the violence of sexual desire taking possession of the body of a young woman. 
It is this transformation, this process, which terrifies her mother as well as the exorcist. The 
possessed adolescent echoes the sexual misery of the hysterical women Freud took into 
analysis. Bertha von Pappenheim (a.k.a. Anna O.) so terrified Breuer with her hysterical 
symptoms of pregnancy, that he fled to Venice under the protection of his wife, leaving 
Freud to deal with this impossible patient consumed by sexual frustration. Freud then had 

the genius to obey Anna O. and to silently listen. For the first time in the history of medicine, 
a doctor listened to his patient, simply but decisively, listened. Bertha von Pappenheim 
went on to become a towering figure of feminism: a stamp was printed on her e"gy. 
Psychoanalysis works.

Monsters again.
Monsters everywhere.

Why are we so drawn, so fascinated by monsters? Simply because we all are monsters, 
we all fight an exhausting, incapacitating, endless, and losing battle against the beast 
within us. Our faces are disfigured by passion, our backs are broken by frustration, our 
mouths are gaping in need of embrace, and we circulate aimlessly in the streets of the 
city, monstrously in need of love.
So, monsters are our doubles. When we look at them, we recognize ourselves. Like 
the Great Shark, we would like to hungrily embrace the beautiful bather, but at the 
very moment we accept this inner urge, we attempt to distance ourselves from it. And 
here appears the Uncanny, the Unheimlich: the moment we recognize ourselves in the 
monster, we take a step back and try to protect ourselves from this realization by moving 
away from the source of our fear. 
This is the Uncanny: the duality of the known and the unknown, the ego and the fear.
The dual movement, towards and away, because of its ambivalence, signs our relationship 
to the monster in a characteristic way. It is the territory of the Uncanny where the familiar 
and the unfamiliar cohabit.
The monster fascinates us because, deep down, we are inhabited by him and because, 
just as deeply, we are terrified by this intimate other. Us and not us. Us and the Other.

Staring Monsters

Marcel Proust wrote that works of art stare at their spectators. We are looked at and 
observed by the works of artists.

Do monsters also stare at us? Surely, the bottled fishes captured by Keren Gueller's 
camera appear shocked, annoyed, surprised by our intrusion in their domain. Their 
annoyance at our apparition is made even more unreal when we realize that they are 
observing us from the other shore of existence: they are dead. Yet, they fix us with 
globulous eyes, and we, the spectators, stare back as if there was anything normal or 
comprehensible in the act of exchanging glances with dead fish. The bottled dead fish 



The large-scale photographs of the archive, replicating a meta-view from the outside - 
the "big picture" of human knowledge organizational structures - are pushed far back to 
the gallery's o"ce. Behind the scenes.
On the space's walls, Gueller o!ers a di!erent encounter with the archive and the fish - 
no longer the view of Man at the top of the hierarchy. The artist removed jars of fish from 
the shelves in order to photograph them in a professional setting that simulates a staged 
studio portrait. All are shown in close range, magnified in relation to the dimensions of the 
human body. A glimpse into eyes that could never meet our gaze through the three layers 
of glass separating us: the glass  jar that preserves their bodies; the glass of the camera 
lens that has captured the material memory of the preserved life; and the frame's glass. 
A fish cemetery.

"Monsters," as they are called by psychoanalyst Dr. Daniel Milman, in a text he has 
written for the exhibition catalog, in which he suggests that those monsters resemble the 
human condition of us all. The photographed subjects are di!erent from the other animals 
in the public areas of the museum: they have been deformed and their seductive colors 
have been lost in the process of preservation. All that is left is a description next to the 
photograph: "Pink with green dots." The chasm that opens up between the photographic 
image and the word is reminiscent of Gueller's pairing of mental disorder definitions and 
videos of physical gestures by animals for her exhibition "Florence Syndrome."
Through the exchange of glances between the one cataloging and distancing and that 
which invites closeness, disgust, and compassion, the artist addresses questions related 
to our contemporary relationship with the inhuman, as shaped by the camera: who is 
watching whom and who can look back? Can the camera, which since its invention has 
been used as a means of human control over nature, o!er a di!erent encounter, intervene 
in the balance of power and change the fate of those photographed? And how does the 
view of what is marked as inhuman shape our view of ourselves?

Beauty and the Beast:  
From Seduction to Rejection,  
the Sad Destiny of Monstrosity
Dr. Daniel Milman

Ubiquitous Monsters

Monsters fascinate us, in literature, in the plastic arts, in the cinema; they are 
ubiquitous. And we stare at them, at once fascinated and revulsed, we give them our 
undivided attention.
But what do we see? What are we looking at?
Freud warned us that the Ego is not master in its own house. Could this be what attracts 
us: the spectacle of a creature engulfed by her own passions? An ego invaded by 
hunger, rage, hatred, and lust? Surely, Quasimodo, haunted by his impossible desire for 
Esmeralda, or the possessed teenager in need of an exorcist, is overpowered by lust's 
bodily fluids. Jaws, the gigantic shark, begins its terrifying hunt by devouring a beautiful 
young woman swimming in the moonlit sea, and Frankenstein, the living dead creature, 
seduces a beautiful peasant girl from the nearby village. Apparently, the monsters share 
a passion for beautiful women, who either fall prey to their seductive powers or are 
devoured by them with delight. 
So, are the monsters who fascinate us creatures whose egos have capitulated in fear 
or delight before the raging passions that inhabit them? Are they free to roam, betrayed 
only by the grimacing rictus which disfigures them?
They are. And, long before Freud identified what he had designated as the third 
narcissistic wound inflicted on humanity by science (in other words, the frailty of the 
ego), the fairy tales, the plastic arts, the cathedrals and their sculpted monsters had 
revealed the awe-inspiring features of creatures who, having lost control, had fallen prey 
to their passions. The disfiguration that characterizes monsters, from the gargoyles 
of the Middle Ages to the gaping smile of the Joker, or the engulfing jaws of the Great 
White Shark, is the revealing sign of what psychoanalysis has shown to be the most 
powerful force driving the psyche: the oral drive. That primordial irresistible urge forces 
the baby to consume the breast, indeed to become the breast. So violent is that drive 
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Keren Gueller: Wet Collection
Maya Bamberger 

The "Wet Collection" series was photographed inside the department of fish in the 
national natural history collection at the Steinhardt Museum of Nature, Tel Aviv University. 
The marine and aquatic collection houses over 800,000 fish samples from Israel and 
abroad. The fish collection is an archive that allows tracking changes and deepening the 
research of the factors of change for the purposes of protecting the marine environment.

After an extended period of bureaucratic procedures vis-a-vis the gatekeepers of the 
archive, artist Keren Gueller was finally given permission to disturb the peace of the dead 
fish. In a cold room, lit by constant and stable fluorescent lighting, thousands of aquariums 
are arranged on a metal shelving system. The aquariums - glass jars, some of which have 
once been used for food storage - are filled with clear preservative liquid. The dead fish 
are compressed vertically in each jar, with a label containing details of the fish’s species. 
Most of the collection’s data have been digitized, but the physical bodies themselves are 
still preserved using the same techniques of the first ichthyologists.

The photographed library of fish is reminiscent of the library of one of the greatest fish 
researchers of the 20th century (and also a notorious supporter of racial purity), David 
Starr Jordan. Jordan used to go on research expeditions in bodies of water around the 
world. He would place the unidentified fish bodies he had collected in ethanol jars and 
attach a name tag to them. One morning, in 1906, an earthquake flung all the jars onto 
the floor, shattering the glass and separating the fish from their respective labels. Chaos! 
"His thousands meticulously named fish had transformed back into a heaping mass of 
the unknown," according to Lulu Miller who wrote the book Why Fish Don't Exist. Fish, 
as it came to be understood in the 1980s, are not a taxonomic category; they did not 
evolve from the same evolutionary source. They are grouped together only because 
to a person sorting groups of animals, they appear to be their own group.  Jordan, who 
had never given up trying to bring order to a chaotic world, reattached every name he 
remembered to each fish, stitching it directly on the fish's skin with needle and thread.
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